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The quick way to learn Microsoft Project 2019!This is learning made easy. Get more done

quickly with Microsoft Project 2019. Jump in wherever you need answers–brisk lessons and

informative screenshots show you exactly what to do, step by step. Other Project users will

want to grab this book as well.Quickly start new plans, build task lists, and assign

resourcesView resource capacity and track progressCapture and fine-tune work and cost

detailsVisualize schedules with Gantt charts and other views and reportsConsolidate projects,

and share resources across plansManage modern Agile projects (James Mills, Jr.,

contributor)Customize Project to maximize your efficiencyLeverage improvements to task

linking, timelines, and accessibilityMaster PM best practices while you learn ProjectLook up

just the tasks and lessons you need 

About the AuthorCindy M. Lewis is a project management consultant and trainer with 4 Pillars

of Success®, her consultancy business. She helps clients around the world gain business

value and is also a sought-after speaker who presents on a variety of topics related to project

management.Cindy is a multiyear recipient of the Microsoft Most Valuable Professional (MVP)

award, with specific expertise in Microsoft Project Online desktop client, Project for the web,

and Project Online. She is also a Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS), Microsoft Certified

Professional (MCP), and Microsoft Certified Trainer (MCT).In addition, Cindy is certified as a

Project Management Professional (PMP) and Scheduling Professional (PMI-SP) by the Project

Management Institute (PMI). She earned her bachelor's degree from WMU in Kalamazoo,

Michigan, and her MBA degree from Regis University in Denver, Colorado.To stay current with

the latest industry developments and explore new ideas, Cindy attends as many professional

events and conferences as she can. She is active in several chapters of the PMI, and enjoys

both sharing her knowledge with the project management community and helping others gain

satisfaction in what they do.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Floydsaunders, “Perfect Book for the Beginner or Seasoned Project User. Every serious user

of MS Project needs the perfect desk reference on MS Project so they can learn not just the

basics of creating and tracking a project plan, but all the new advanced features in Project

2019. If you are new to Project get this book, so you can learn what you need to get started

and then advance your skills as you dig into the advanced features. If your are an experienced

user and just want a reference to guide you on the new advanced features in MS Project 2019

this is your book.  Buy it today, and you will soon be an expert like the authors.”

Dia, “I love this book. This book is amazing for teaching you how to use Microsoft project. And

the program is super awesome for any project management stuff you need to do. I will keep

this book for forever I think.”

Rob, “Very good book. Gets you up and running quickly.. Very happy with the content. Got me

up and running in no time. I had no working knowledge of MS project and this book helped me

produce a detailed working schedule in short time. They do need to add a few more

illustrations to make some actions clearer - but overall, I would highly recommend this book.”

Dr. Doug, “Great content for any user. As an experienced MS Project user I like that the author

didn't dumb down this book, yet they still make this readable for the new user. I liked the use of

actual tasks rather than just concepts. Good all around text, I may just use it in my next course.”

Ross L., “The one guide that works.. I have used several other guides on previous versions of

MS Project, and this one for the 2019 version is by far the best: clear, easy to follow, and



obviously written by folks who have used the product a good deal themselves in real-world

situations.  I recommend it highly.”

Terpman1980, “Fast and Superior Service. Got this right after ordering it and it is a great book

for getting to know the recent changes in Microsoft Project.”

Mohinie Lacknauth, “Book not access code. Is the book not access code i was looking fo”

Gen Reviewer, “Clear and Easy to Follow. A clear, progressive and readily-understandable

account of how to use MS Project. I personally found it clearer and less gimmicky than some

of the “Dummies” books I’ve tried to learn other things from. Slightly - but only slightly - let

down by the occasional typo and originally coloured images being unclear as rendered in

shades of grey; however, free download MS Project demo files are a boon (assuming you have

access to MS Project.  Recommended.”

Robert Hellen, “None. Excellent book for learning project”

Edward Snowden, “Perfect Christmas Present. Having used previous versions of this book

when teaching college, this book provides a step by step process to learn and master MS

project.”

The book by Timothy Johnson has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 348 people have provided feedback.
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